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Answer all the fallowin uestions:
(Duest ionl  (20t*anrs)
(A)Given the following frequency table

Class 3.5-  4.5 . -  - -  |  - -  a -- + . J - J . )  i  ) D - u . J 6.s -  7.s z.s - 8.s 8.5 -  s.s 9.5-10 .5
Frequency 3 3 6 8 4 4 2

Calcuiate (iJ the Arithmetic Mean (ii) the Median. (iii) the Mode (io Marks)
(B) Given the following frequency table

^ t . . ^ ^ ^ ^
L rd55 t r5 2O-3o 30-40 40-50 5o-6o

freqriency 5o 9o 55
Find (i) The Harmonic mean.

(ii) The Geometric mean. (10 Marks)

Question ? ( Iounnrcs)

(A) Let X be a discrete random variable with the robabili function

(i) P(x) = O Elsewhere, (ii) Graph the probability function. (5 Marks)

(B)Provethat

O P(e)=g

( i i ) I fA ,B anytwoevents , then P(AUB)=P(A)+e(n) -P(AnB)  (sMarks)

Quest ion9t tounnrs)
(A) in the following data calculate the mean deviation, Variance and Standard

Deviation of the foilowing data rz, 77, 25,13, 15, L6, 87, B, 9, ro (5 Marks)

(B The probability that at least one of three events A, B, and C will occur is given by' p(AuBu c) = p(A) + p(B) + p(c) - p(A)B) - p(Anq - p@ac) + p(AnBncl

Verify this formula with the probabilities shoum in figure.

(5 Marks
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Question 4 (20uenr<s)
/a/ Find aigebra A which is defined on a tossing coin twice experiment and discuss its

(5 Marks)p_t9p9:lt9!-
(E/ Suppose that an experiment of birth of 3

E, : is event that the first child is a boy,

E, : is event that the second child is a g

Are .8, and E, independent events?

;iiiiai.;-

irl

iCj- pina itie aiittimeiia mdn,ceometiil m;an.Harmonic mean
(5 Marks)

, ihe M;de and
the Median for the following data: 8 ,27 , L4, B, L2, L5 (10 Marks)

write the sample the probability that all

(10 Marks)

( 10 Marks)

deviation and the

(10 Marks)

(B) The weighl,s in grams of 50 f rom a consignment
arc as follows:

.  ,  106 707 76 82 109 107 115 93 187 95 723
92 86 70 L26 68 130 I29 139 119 115 128
84 99  113 204 111 147 136 r23  90  115 98
90  107  81  131  75  84  104  110  80  118  82

Forrn the grouped frequency table by dividing the variate range
width, each corresponding to 20 grams, in such a way that the

725 111
100 186
110  78

into intervals o
mid-value of th

class corresponds to 70 grams 10 Marks)

Classes 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 total
{ 10 20 e n 25 ' I t r

I  i . l 100

W[th k LA best wishes
Associate prof Dr. lslant n. €ldesoku
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